News of Terrorism and the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
(November 28 – December 4, 2018)

Overview
On December 4, 2018, Operation Northern Shield began along Israel's border with
Lebanon. Its objective is to expose and neutralize Hezbollah terrorist attack tunnels
penetrating from Lebanon into Israeli territory. According to the IDF spokesman, so far IDF
forces have located a tunnel from the southern part of the village of Kafr Kila penetrating
forty meters (43.7 yards) into Israeli territory (the outskirts of the northern town of Metulla).
He added that there are larger tunnels in the area. According to the IDF, the operation will last
a number of weeks.
This past week a "return march" and a mini-flotilla were held along the Gaza-Israeli
border without exceptional violence towards the IDF. Fathi Hamad and other Hamas
spokesmen explained Hamas' expectations from the arrangement with Israel (salaries,
money, fuel, etc.), and threatened that if their demands were not met they would return to
the previous and more violent "return march" format. According to Fathi Hamad's interview,
that would mean a return to launching incendiary kites and balloons, the activities of the
night harassment group against IDF forces, and "new inventions."
The United States has proposed a UN resolution condemning Hamas and other terrorist
organizations for rocket fire at Israel, and using resources meant for the population for their
military buildup. Hamas and the other terrorist organizations began making international
contacts to undermine the resolution, and were supported by the Palestinian Authority
(PA). According to Saeb Erekat, secretary of the PLO's Executive Committee, the Palestinian
leadership participates in the "war of survival " in the UN to prevent a resolution from
passing that would designate Hamas as a terrorist organization.
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Israel's South
The "return march" of November 30, 2018
The theme of the "return march" of Friday, November 30, 2018 (the 36th "return march")
was "International solidarity with the Palestinian people" (Shehab, November 29, 2018).
Before the march the organizers called on participants to preserve the "peaceful"
nature of the events and take measures to ensure the safety of the demonstrators
(Filastin al-Yawm, November 29, 2018). The "tire group" and other groups operating on the
ground claimed they were completely committed to the lull and obeyed the high
national authority. However, they threatened that if Israel postponed lifting the "siege" on
the Gaza Strip they would launch many [incendiary] balloons at Israeli communities
(Facebook group of the tire group, Rafah brigade, November 29, 2018).
The march was similar to those of the past three weeks held since the most recent round
of escalation. Several thousand Palestinians attended and gathered at the five main sites
along the border with Israel. No exceptional violence against IDF forces was reported.
There were several minor incidents in which Palestinians approached the security fence, and
a small number of locations where tires were burned.
The spokesman for the ministry of health in the Gaza Strip reported that 61 Palestinians
had been injured, 28 by IDF fire (Ashraf al-Qidra's Twitter account, November 30, 2018). It was
the third week without Palestinian fatalities.

Right: Palestinians arrive at the "return camp" in eastern Gaza City. Left: Clashes in eastern
Jabalia (Supreme National Authority of the Great Return March Facebook page, November 30,
2018)
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Rioters set tires on fire in eastern Rafah (afkar.prs, Facebook page, November 30, 2018).

As they have every week, senior figures from Hamas and the other Palestinian
terrorist organizations attended the events. Among those present were Khalil al-Haya, a
member of Hamas' political bureau; Ahmed Bahar, deputy chairman of the Legislative
Council; and Khaled al-Batash, a senior Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) figure. The terrorist
organization figures and march activists threatened that if Israel did not take the steps
promised after the most recent round of escalation, the Palestinians could return to the
former format of "return marches" using incendiary kites and balloons. A number of
statements were the following:
Khalil al-Haya, a member of Hamas' political bureau, said the understandings
about lifting the "siege" were still in force despite the fact that they were being
implemented slowly. He said they would not surrender to "procrastination" and that
Israel had to act in accordance with the understandings. He said the "return marches"
would continue and that the "resistance" [i.e., the terrorist organizations] would
continue protecting the marches and would not allow Israel ("the occupation") to harm
them (Filastin al-Yawm and Palinfo, December 1, 2018).
Ahmed Bahar, deputy chairman of the Legislative Council, speaking in eastern
Rafah, said "resistance" was a Palestinian right anchored in international law and UN
resolutions. He added that the "resistance" would continue defending the Palestinians
and their fundamental principles. He also said that the "resistance's" new equation
was still in force, that is, blood in return for blood, a rocket in return for a rocket and
quiet in return for quiet. He added that it was the right of the "resistance" to defend
the Palestinians and the holy places, and continue its preparations to defend the
people (Dunia al-Watan, November 30, 2018).
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Ahmed Bahar gives a speech in Rafah (Facebook page of the Legislative Council in the Gaza
Strip, November 30, 2018).

Senior Hamas figure Isma’il Radwan said one of the achievements of the "return

marches" was forcing Israel to take measures to ease life for the residents of the Gaza
Strip. He said that would continue until the "siege" had been completely lifted. He
said understandings were being formulated, the most important of which was the
establishment of a naval border crossing passage. He added that the "return marches"
might continue for more than two years until Israel surrendered to the Palestinians'
terms. He also thanked Iran for taking responsibility for the families of Palestinians who
had been killed during the marches (al-Quds, November 30, 2018).
Hamas spokesman Abd al-Latif al-Qanua said the "return marches" would
continue and that they were an appeal to the world to translate support for the
Palestinian people into concrete measures, such as ending the "occupation and lifting
the siege" of the Gaza Strip (Abd al-Latif al-Qanua's Twitter account, November 30,
2018).
The Supreme National Authority held a press conference in Rafah during which it praised
the groups and countries refusing to normalize relations with Israel and boycotting it. The
Authority called on the world and BDS campaign activists to work to stop the sale of arms to
Israel. It also thanked Iran for its support of the Palestinian people and the "resistance." It
announced that the theme of the march on Friday, December 7, would be "The intifada
of rocks" (al-Aqsa, November 30, 2018).

Mini-flotilla
On the afternoon of December 3, 2018, the 18th mini-flotilla was held from the Gaza Strip
towards Israel's southern border. At the same time, a demonstration was held on the beach.
About 30 small boats participated. A spokesman for the ministry of health reported that four
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Palestinians had been wounded (Ashraf al-Qidra's Facebook page, December 3, 2018). The
Palestinian Red Crescent said that in clashes during the mini-flotilla 47 Palestinians had been
wounded (Safa, December 3, 2018).
Fathi Hamad, a member of Hamas' political bureau, gave an interview during the miniflotilla. He said that Hamas expected Israel to implement all the understandings agreed on
after the most recent round of escalation. Israel had to extend the Gaza Strip's fishing waters
to 12 miles, enable the entrance of currency into the Gaza Strip and implement development
projects through the UN. He added that Israel was being "tested," and threatened that if
during the coming week Israel did not fully meet its commitments, Hamas would restore the
"return marches" to their previous format, including the launching of incendiary kites
and balloons. He added that the night harassment group would again operate along the
security fence, saying that there would be "new inventions" related to the winter (al-Jazeera,
December 3, 2018).1

The mini-flotilla (Supreme National Authority Facebook page, December 3, 2018).

For further information, see the December 4, 2018 bulletin, Senior Hamas figure presents Hamas'
concept of the arrangement implemented after the most recent round of escalation."
1
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Right: The demonstration on the beach during the weekly mini-flotilla (Palestine Live Facebook
page, December 3, 2018). Left: Launching balloons with pictures of Palestinians killed in the
"return marches" (Supreme National Authority Facebook page, December 3, 2018).

Rocket Fire
Rocket and mortar shell fire during and between the recent rounds of
escalation2
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The statistics do not include rockets that fell inside the Gaza Strip.
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Monthly Distribution of Rocket and Mortar Shell Fire since January
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Jordanian citizen attacked Israelis in Eilat
A Jordanian working in the port of Eilat, Israel's southernmost city, attacked two Israeli
divers with a hammer. They suffered serious head injuries and were evacuated to a hospital.
There is a suspicion that the motive for the attack was nationalistic. The Jordanian, who
began working at the port on the same day, was taken for interrogation by the Israel Security
Agency. About 1,500 Jordanians work in Eilat (Ynet, November 30, 2018).
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Judea and Samaria
Events on the ground
Israeli security forces carried out counterterrorism activities throughout Judea and
Samaria, detaining Palestinians suspected of terrorist activity, and seizing military grade and
improvised weapons. Palestinians continued throwing stones and Molotov cocktails at Israeli
vehicles. The more prominent events were the following:
December 2, 2018 – Stones were thrown at a bus on the road between Efrat and
the Gush Etzion Junction. No casualties were reported. The windshield of the bus was
damaged. Stones were also thrown from Bayt Furiq (southeast of Nablus) at a vehicle
on the road between Itamar and Alon Moreh. No casualties were reported. The
vehicle was damaged (Rescue Without Borders, Judea and Samaria, December 2.
2018).
December 1, 2018 – Four Palestinians threw Molotov cocktails at a Border Police
guard post in the Abu Dis region in east Jerusalem. They were detained for
interrogation (Red Alert Facebook page, December 1, 2018).
November 30, 2018 – Molotov cocktails were thrown at Border Police forces in the
region of Bitunia (north of Ramallah). No casualties were reported. Three
Palestinians from Ramallah and al-Bireh were detained (Red Alert Facebook page,
November 30, 2018).
November 30, 2018 – Border Police forces detained a Palestinian in the area of
Bayt Suriq (west of Ramallah) (Red Alert Facebook page, November 30, 2018).
November 29, 2018 – Palestinians threw Molotov cocktails at a bus and other
vehicles on the Gush Etzion-Hebron road near al-Aroub. No casualties were reported
(Red Alert Facebook page, November 29, 2018).
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Front windshield of a car damaged by a rock thrown near Naveh Tzuf (western Benyamin area)
(INN,December 3, 2018).

Significant terrorist attacks in Judea and Samaria during the past
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Developments in the Gaza Strip
Transferring funds to UNRWA
Khaled al-Khudhairi, deputy head of the Saudi Fund for Development, signed, with
Pierre Krähenbühl, UNRWA commissioner general, four agreements worth $63 million for new
projects in the Gaza Strip, the West Bank and Jordan. The Gaza Strip will be allotted $31
million for ongoing initiatives, reconstructing buildings, school maintenance, the
construction of new medical centers and two UNRWA schools (Ma'an, November 30, 2018).

3 A significant attack is defined by the ITIC as involving shooting, a vehicular attack, the use of IEDs, or
a combination of the above. Stones and Molotov cocktails thrown by Palestinians are not included.
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Delivery of fuel
Walid al-Qutati, a member of the PIJ's political bureau, said that according to the most
recent understandings, Qatar would continue sending diesel fuel for the Gaza Strip and
would also send money to pay the salaries of officials as it had during November (Shabakat
Quds, December 1, 2018).

Delivery of medicine
The PA ministry of health sent a truckload of medical equipment from its logistic
warehouses in Nablus to the Gaza Strip. The equipment was for cancer and renal patients in
hospitals for the chronically ill in the Gaza Strip. The equipment and 8.5 tons of medicines
were donated by the Turkish Red Crescent and sent to the PA. Jawad 'Awad, Palestinian
minister of health, thanked Turkey for its support (Wafa, December 2, 2018).

A shipment of medicine for the Gaza Strip, donated by the Turkish Red Crescent (al-Andalou
News, December 2, 2018).

Talks in Egypt
This past week there was another round of talks in Egypt for an arrangement with
Israel and an internal Palestinian reconciliation. Fatah and Hamas delegations stayed in
Cairo to hold the talks. PIJ secretary general Ziyad al-Nakhalah was also in Cairo, invited by
the Egyptians. According to reports, during the talks Hamas tried to show flexibility,
apparently not wanting to be seen as responsible for causing them to fail. The Hamas
delegation, which left for Egypt on November 21, 2018, returned to the Gaza Strip on
November 29, 2018 (Filastin al-Yawm, November 29, 2018).
The London-based newspaper al-Sharq al-Awsat reported that Egypt tried to present an
internal Palestinian reconciliation agreement that would meet the demands of both Fatah
and Hamas, although the agreement would not be significantly different from previous
agreements. According to reports, Egypt determined a schedule of two months during which
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the PA would accept responsible for the security forces at the crossings and for collecting
taxes and legal fees in the Gaza Strip. Hamas agreed to establishing a government which
would not infringe on the weapons of the [terrorist] organizations. The sources also reported
that Hamas wanted to form a national consensus government that would be entrusted with
holding presidential elections and elections for the Palestinian Legislative Council (al-Sharq
al-Awsat, November 27, 2018). It was reported that senior Fatah figures said Fatah had
decided to stop efforts for an internal Palestinian reconciliation and not to respond to
the various mediators, claiming there was nothing to be gained from the discussions.

Hamas cartoon criticizing Mahmoud Abbas as objecting to the a reconciliation agreement. The
Arabic reads, "Reconciliation. No, no, no.." (Palinfo Twitter account, November 29, 2018).

The PIJ delegation reported that during its three-day visit to Cairo it dealt mainly with the
issues of the lull with Israel. The delegation met with senior members of Egyptian General
Intelligence and said the talks were "positive" (al-Quds, December 2, 2018).

The PIJ delegation in Cairo. Left to right, Muhammad Hamid, Dr. Walid al-Qutati, Dr. Yusuf alHusayneh, Nafez Azzam (center), Khaled al-Batash (second from right) (Khabar,
December 3, 2018).
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American condemnation of Hamas in the UN
On November 30, 2018, an American resolution was proposed at the UN condemning Hamas
and other Palestinian terrorist organizations. The resolution was supposed to be put to a vote
on December 3, 2018, but Riyad Mansour, the Palestinian delegate to the UN, postponed the
vote to December 6, 2018. According to reports, the EU supports the proposed resolution.
The resolution says4 it recognizes "that all acts of violence against civilians, particularly
acts of terror, as well as all acts of provocation, incitement and destruction only serve to
erode trust and hinder efforts to bring about a peaceful solution; condemns Hamas for
repeatedly firing rockets into Israel and for inciting violence, thereby putting civilians at risk;
demands that Hamas and other militant actors including Palestinian Islamic Jihad cease all
provocative actions and violent activity, including by using airborne incendiary devices;
further condemns the use of resources by Hamas in Gaza to construct military infrastructure,
including tunnels to infiltrate Israel and equipment to launch rockets into civilian areas, when
such resources could be used to address the critical needs of the civilian population; calls for
full respect by all parties for international human rights law and international humanitarian
law, including in regards to the protection of the civilian population; calls for the cessation of
all forms of violence and intimidation directed against medical and humanitarian personnel,
and reiterates the importance of respecting the inviolability and neutrality of UN premises;
encourages tangible steps towards intra-Palestinian reconciliation, including in support of
the mediation efforts of Egypt, and concrete steps to reunite the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank under the Palestinian Authority and ensure its effective functioning in the Gaza Strip;
[and] welcomes and urges further engagement by the Secretary-General and the United
Nations Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process to assist, in cooperation with
concerned partners, in the efforts to de-escalate the situation and address urgent
infrastructure, humanitarian, and economic development needs" (website of the United
States Mission to the UN, November 28, 2018)
The publication of the proposed resolution led to a wave of condemnation from
Hamas and the other terrorist organizations. Palestinian sources, including Hamas, began
making international contacts in an effort to sabotage the resolution by making accusations
against the United States. Fatah and the PA came to Hamas' aid in undermining the
4

https://usun.state.gov/remarks/8806
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resolution. According to Saeb Erekat, secretary of the PLO's Executive Committee, the
Palestinian leadership participates in the "existential war" being waged in the UN to prevent
a resolution designating Hamas as a terrorist organization from being passed. He claimed
Hamas is a Palestinian movement whether the PLO agrees with its opinions or not,
therefore the PLO will not allow any Palestinian organization to be designated as
terrorist (Dunia al-Watan, December 2, 2018)

Fatah defends Hamas from America's proposal to condemn Hamas (Iyad al-Bazam's Facebook
page, December 2, 2018).

Hamas activity in the international arena
A Hamas delegation headed by Mahmoud al-Zahar, a member of Hamas' political
bureau, went from South Africa to Istanbul, where it met with senior Hamas figures. While in
Turkey the members of the delegation went to visit Palestinians who had been wounded
during the "return marches" and were being treated in Turkish hospitals (Shehab, November
28, 2018). According to senior Hamas figure Yahya Musa, the delegation will leave Turkey for
visits to Iran, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco and Lebanon (al-Monitor, November 30, 2018).
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Hamas delegation visits Palestinians wounded in the "return marches" and hospitalized in
Turkey (Facebook page Mahmoud al-Zahar, November 27, 2018; Facebook page of Hamas'
"change and reform" faction, November 28, 2018).

Mahmoud al-Zahar said in an interview that he headed a delegation of parliamentarians

who had begun their trip in Turkey and would continue to other Islamic and non-Islamic
countries in Europe, Africa and Asia to enlist support for the Palestinian people and the
"resistance" [i.e., the terrorist organizations]. He said the delegation also planned to stress
the legitimacy of the Palestinian Legislative Council (al-Andalou News, November 30, 2018).

Renewing al-Aqsa TV's broadcasting capabilities
PIJ spokesman Da'ud Shehab said in an interview that the Sawt al-Sha'ab radio
station (which broadcasts from the Gaza Strip in the service of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine) had opened its studios to the al-Aqsa station for broadcasting. He
said that the al-Quds channel [a Palestinian TV channel in Lebanon whose broadcasts are
sympathetic to Hamas] had opened its studios to al-Aqsa TV. He called for the establishment
of a joint media operations room for all the Palestinian media in the Gaza Strip (al-Aqsa,
November 29, 2018). Senior Hamas figure Isma’il Radwan claimed the attack on the al-Aqsa
building was a "war crime" and said its permanent home would now be al-Quds TV (alQuds, November 30, 2018). Apparently Hamas has found alternatives to the al-Aqsa building,
destroyed by Israel in the most recent round of escalation (November 12-13,2018)
Iran "adopts" the Palestinians killed and wounded in the "return marches"
The 32nd International Islamic Unity Conference was held in Tehran with the participation
of senior Iranian regime officials and representatives from several countries, including deputy
Hezbollah leader Na'im Qassem. Isma'il Haniyeh, head of Hamas' political bureau, gave a
video-relayed speech in which he thanked Iran for its support of the Palestinians. At the end
of the conference the advisor to the Iranian foreign minister said the conference had
decided to "adopt" families of Palestinians who had been killed in the "return marches"
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in the Gaza Strip. The organizers of the marches said Iran was funding the treatment of
Palestinians wounded during the demonstrations (a large percentage of whom are
affiliated with the terrorist organizations).
Sources in the Supreme National Authority said the Iranian "adoption" included financial
support for more than a year for the families of Palestinians killed, and support for the
wounded until they healed (al-Khabar, Lebanon, November 28, 2018). Hussein Mansour, a
member of the Supreme National Authority, said the "adoption" would be manifested by
money and treatment, and include all the Palestinians killed and wounded regardless of their
organizational affiliation (Ma'an, November 27, 2018). Hamas and the PIJ thanked Iran.
Khaled al-Batash, a member of the PIJ's political bureau, said the Supreme National
Authority would prefer that the Palestinian Institution for the Wounded and the Palestinian
Shaheed Institution adopt the wounded and shaheeds of the "return march" instead of Iran
(Paltoday, November 28, 2018).
On November 26, 2018, on the sidelines of the Conference, the World Forum for Proximity
of Islamic Schools of Thought held a ceremony to honor a number of "pioneers of proximity."
Among them were Fathi Shqaqi, the founder of the PIJ; Ahmed Yassin, founder of Hamas, and
others. The Ayatollah Mohsen Araki, who is head of the World Forum, announced Iran would
"adopt" the families of the Palestinians killed in the "return marches" in the Gaza Strip
after Khaled al-Batash, head of the Supreme National Authority, presented the idea to the
Conference (alqudnews.net, November 27, 2018). The closing statement of the Conference,
read by senior Hamas figure Usama Hamdan, thanked the Forum for its initiative (Mehr News
Agency in Arabic, November 27, 2018).

Right: Usama Hamdan (fourth from right) and Muhammad al-Hindi (third from right) at the
ceremony. Left: Muhammad al-Hindi (front row, third from left) and senior Hamas figure Isma’il
Radwan (second row, left) (alqudsnews.net, November 27, 2018).
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The Palestinian Authority (PA)
Saeb Erekat interview with Deutsche Welt
During a visit to Germany, Saeb Erekat, secretary of the PLO's Executive Committee,
was interviewed by the German paper Deutsche Welt. He related to a number of issues
(Deutsche Weld, November 28, 2018):
The United States: Erekat criticized the United States and its president. He said
that despite many meeting with the Palestinian leadership, the American president
operated unilaterally and did not focus on bilateral negotiation. He said relocating the
American embassy to Jerusalem made it unacceptable for Trump to participate in the
peace process.
Hamas: Erekat said that Hamas had to understand it was impossible to establish a
Palestinian state without a joint authority to represent the entire Palestinian people.
Israel: Erekat said the government of Israel was fully responsible for the freeze of
the peace process. He claimed Israel was trying to undermine the two-state solution in
order to create a one-state solution [which he called the "apartheid solution"]. He said
Israel was progressing with the "settlement project," threatened to destroy Khan alAhmar, and committed "war crimes" against the Palestinian people during the "return
marches." Erekat claimed he was willing to meet Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu anywhere at any time Netanyahu chose.

PA activity in the international arena
PA foreign minister Riyad al-Malaki spoke to Palestinian TV about the PA;s international
activities, and among the issues he noted were the following (Palestinian TV, November 28,
2018):
His ministry was working to achieve recognition of Palestine from other countries
by the end of 2018. He said they were focused on at least three states in South
America and Europe, although he refused to give their names. They were also trying to
receive recognition from France, which he said would lead to recognition for
"Palestine" from five or six other countries.
As far as preventing other countries from relocating their embassies to Jerusalem,
he said regarding Brazil the PA had formulated a strategy that includes connecting
with the Evangelist movement in Brazil and exerting pressure on the government
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through the Palestinian community living there. The PA, he said, has also begun
working with the Arab League and countries that have influence with Brazil, especially
Chile. As for Australia, he said they had begun working with the Arab League and the
Arab communities in Australia, Indonesia (which is about to sign a free trade
agreement with Australia) and Malaysia to exert pressure on Australia not to relocate
its embassy (Palestinian TV, November 28, 2018).

Glorifying the Palestinian terrorist who carried out the shooting
attack in the Barkan Industrial Zone
The official Fatah Facebook page posted a notice glorifying Palestinian terrorist
Ashraf Na'alwa, who on October 7, 2018, carried out a shooting attack at the Barkan
Industrial Zone, killing two Israelis. He escaped after the attack and has not yet been caught.
The notice reads, "The wanted [man] Ashraf Na'alwa. Allah guards and protects you. He will
not leave you and not harm you." The post received more than 200 comments, most of them
praising the terrorist and wishing him well (Fatah's official Facebook page, November 28,
2018).

Picture of the terrorist posted to Fatah's official Facebook page (Fatah's official Facebook page,
November 28, 2018).
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The Northern Arena
On December 4, 2018, the IDF began an operation on the Israeli-Lebanese border called
Operation Northern Shield. Its objective is to expose and neutralize the terrorist attack
tunnels built by Hezbollah and penetrating into Israeli territory. According to the IDF
spokesman, since 2014 a joint team from military intelligence and the Northern Command
have been dealing with the operational, technological and intelligence aspects of the issue.
Many forces are participating in the operation to remove the threat of the tunnels, which are
in gross violation of Israel's sovereignty and of UN Resolution 1701. The IDF has reinforced its
forces in the north and they are on high alert. The IDF spokesman in Arabic warned Hezbollah
and the Lebanese army not to approach the attack tunnels being dealt with by Israel (IDF
spokesman, December 4, 2018).
On the eve of the operation Hezbollah's combat information department issued a video
warning Israel not to dare do something it would regret (Twitter account of a
correspondent for Hezbollah's al-Manar, on the Israel-Lebanon border, December 3, 2018).

IDF activity on the Lebanese border seen through the eyes of the Arab media (Shehab, December
4, 2018).
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On the afternoon of December 4, 2018, it was reported that during Operation Northern
Shield the IDF had located a terrorist tunnel south of Kafr Kila. It crossed the border into
Israeli territory (on the outskirts of Metulla), but did not yet pose an immediate threat to
Israeli residents living nearby. The IDF spokesman reported that the tunnel had been dug
over a period of two years from inside homes in the southern part of the village. Its
length is estimated at about 200 meters (about 220 yards) and it penetrated about 40 meters
into Israeli territory. He said other, longer tunnels were located in the region (IDF spokesman,
December 4, 2018).

Right: The tunnel exposed in Kafr Kila. Left: The route of the tunnel extending into Israeli
territory (IDF spokesman, December 4, 2018).
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